Can we improve the prediction of hip fracture by assessing bone structure
using shape and appearance modelling?
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Abstract

Purpose. There is a continuing need to improve the prediction of hip fractures to identify
those at highest risk, enabling cost-effective use of preventative therapies.

Methods. The aim of this work was to validate an innovative imaging biomarker for hip
fracture by modelling the shape and texture of the proximal femur assessed from dual energy
X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) scans. Scans used were acquired at baseline from elderly
patients participating in a prospective, placebo-controlled fracture prevention study of the
bisphosphonate, clodronate. 182 subjects who subsequently suffered a hip fracture were age,
weight and height matched with two controls who did not suffer a fracture during a median 4year follow-up period. Logistic regression was used to test if variables were good predictors
of fracture and adjust for bone mineral density (BMD).

Results. Shape mode 2, reflecting variability in neck-shaft angle, neck width and the size of
both trochanters, (0.81 (OR), 0.68-0.97 (CI), 0.024 (P)) and appearance mode 6, recording
grey-level contrast, (1.33, 1.11-1.59, 0.002) were significant predictors of hip fracture and
remained so after adjustment for BMD (shape mode 2 (0.77, 0.64-0.93, 0.006), appearance
mode 6 (1.32, 1.10-1.59, 0.003)). Receiver Operating Curve analysis showed the combination
of shape mode 2, appearance mode 6 and BMD was 3% better than any single predictor.

Conclusion. Variables derived from shape and appearance models gave a prediction of
fracture comparable to BMD and in combination with BMD gave an improvement in the
prediction of hip fracture that could predict an additional 2000 hip fracture cases per year in
the UK, potentially saving more than £20 million per year and 10,000 cases in the US.
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1.

Introduction and Background

Approximately 340,000 hip fractures occur each year in the United States and, worldwide,
the incidence of hip fractures is expected to more than triple from 1.66 million in 1990 to
6.26 million in 2050 [1]. In the European Union, an increase from 414 thousand to 972
thousand cases per annum is expected over the next 50 years [2]. In the UK a recent report
from the National Hip Fracture Database, which excludes Scotland [3], has shown immediate
management data on 76% of the estimated 70,000 cases occurring annually showing a 30-day
mortality rate of approximately 10%. The cost of osteoporotic fractures to the UK economy
has been estimated at £1.7 billion, of which more than a third is due to hip fracture [4]. The
ability to identify individuals who are at very high risk of hip fracture would allow effective
targeting of intervention strategies to substantially reduce the economic burden of fractures.
At present, the gold standard for the diagnosis of osteoporosis is bone mineral density (BMD)
measurement by dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) [5], with each 1 standard
deviation (SD) reduction in proximal femur BMD associated with an approximately 2.5- 2.8fold increased risk of fracture. However, BMD constitutes just one factor among many that
contribute to the likelihood of an osteoporosis-related hip fracture and increasingly the
additional risk factors are being captured using the FRAX risk algorithm [6]. The question
remains whether further information on fracture risk can be gained by considering non-BMD
information from the DXA scans currently used as the technique of choice to assess BMD.
We have developed algorithms for the prediction of hip fracture risk using the shape and
“texture” of the hip from traditional radiographic images, using active shape modelling
(ASM) [7, 8]. Subsequent work in progress has demonstrated that the ASM method can be
applied to DXA scans [11-13]. Further, we have now developed an enhanced model of the
femur using DXA images by using active appearance modelling (AAM) to capture the
pattern of BMD intensities inside the femoral head and neck [10,14,15,16]. We found that
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many of the shape and the appearance modes were largely independent of total hip BMD, age
and body mass index, indicating that the models may be useful for identifying a population of
osteoporosis patients at very high risk of hip fracture. The current work sets out to test this
hypothesis in a prospective study of incident hip fractures.

2.

Materials & Methods

Study Cohort
The data used for this study were baseline hip DXA (Hologic 4500) images taken from an
MRC funded investigation into the effect of the bisphosphonate clodronate on fractures in
almost 6000 women aged 75 years or older [17]. Ethical approval was given for the study by
the local ethics review board. Whilst the principal aim of the study was to examine the
efficacy of Clodronate, the study was also designed to investigate risk factors for fracture in
elderly women, so the study group was designed to be a good representation of UK women of
75 and over. Women were recruited randomly from general practice lists, with no other
inclusion criteria (e.g. existing osteoporosis). Exclusion criteria were concurrent treatment for
a malignancy, concurrent medication likely to influence skeletal metabolism (other than
calcium supplements 500 mg daily), bilateral hip arthroplasties, known malabsorptive states,
impaired mental state or concurrent illness that would impede informed consent or
compliance with the study, significant impairment of renal or hepatic function (serum
creatinine > 300 M or alanine aminotransaminase more than twice the upper limit of the
reference range, respectively), and serum biochemistry consistent with underlying metabolic
bone disease (e.g., osteomalacia) or calcium disorders other than primary
hyperparathyroidism. 182 cases of incident hip fractures were documented during a median
of 4 years follow-up. Baseline DXA hip images of women who went on to sustain a hip
fracture were compared to those of 364 controls, matched for age, height and weight, who
4

remained free of hip fracture during follow-up. Total hip BMD was measured using standard
methods and has been reported previously [17].
Active Shape and Appearance Modelling (ASM AND AAM)
ASM and AAM were generated using the active appearance modelling toolkit software
(Manchester University, UK) from points placed on each image describing the positions of
particular anatomical features and the outline of the pelvis and femur as shown in Figure 1.
The model had 72 points and the template design was derived from previous models
developed in our group [18] and optimised to use features clearly and repeatedly visible in
the Hologic scans used in this study. The AAM was designed so that it ignored non-bone
areas, such as the space between the femoral head and acetabulum, in the analysis.
The modelling process is outlined in a flow diagram (Figure 2) In order to measure
differences in the shape of a set of objects, they must first be aligned as closely as possible.
The modelling software uses an affine-type transform (translation, rotation and scaling) to
match the outline of the hips, without distorting the proportions. Principal component
analysis (PCA) is then applied to produce a number of orthogonal modes that describe the
variation of shape or appearance within the dataset. Modes are linear combinations of the
original variables (point coordinates). The PCA process calculates the first mode to account
for the largest amount of variance within the dataset, the second for the largest amount of
variance still remaining and so on. As a result, the useful information in the dataset is
contained in the first few modes that are retained for further analysis while the remainder can
be discarded as noise. In this analysis the first 10 shape and appearance modes were
examined, and mode scores were produced for each image. The modes are the output
variables that describe the shape of the model that were analysed in this study.
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Mode scores were scaled and centred so the mean score and standard deviation for each mode
were 0 and 1 respectively. All subsequent analysis was applied to the adjusted scores. No
correction was made for the effect of clodronate treatment as only baseline images were used
and the treatment had no impact on the incidence of hip fractures [17].
Statistical Analysis
Scores for the first 10 shape and appearance modes and BMD for the fracture and nonfracture groups were compared by t-test, where normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk test) and
logistic regression to determine which modes were useful for predicting fracture individually
and when combined with other measures. Stepwise logistic regression was employed to
determine the best set of variables for fracture prediction from the first 10 shape and
appearance modes and BMD. Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves for each variable
identified, and their combinations, were then compared to determine the additional benefit
derived from including these variables in predicting hip fracture.
All statistical analysis was performed in SigmaPlot version 11.0 (Systat Software, Inc.,
Hounslow, UK) except for stepwise logistic regression which was performed in SPSS v20.
Results are presented as mean (SD) unless otherwise stated.

3.

Results

BMD values were significantly lower in the fracture group (Table 1). The mean BMD values
translated to T-scores of -2.36 (1.09) and -1.95 (0.92) for the fracture and control groups
respectively showing that the mean value of both groups was in the osteopenic but not the
osteoporotic range.
When ASM mode scores for the fracture (F) and control (C) groups were compared by t-test
modes 2 (F: -0.137 (1.006); C: 0.069 (0.991), P=0.023) and 4 (F: 0.171 (1.079); C: -0.086
6

(0.948), P=0.005) were significantly different, and mode 1 almost so (F: 0.105 (0.937); C: 0.052 (1.027), P = 0.083), while in the appearance model mode 6 (F: 0.185 (1.042); C: -0.092
(0.967), P = 0.002) was significantly different and mode 2 almost so (F: -0.115 (1.054); C:
0.057 (0.968), P = 0.057). Results are shown in Table 2.
Logistic regression confirmed shape modes 2 and 4 and appearance mode 6 could be used to
predict hip fracture (Table 3). When BMD was included in the model, these modes still made
a significant contribution to the prediction equation, however appearance modes 2 and 3 also
became significant predictors of fracture.
A forwards Wald stepwise logistic regression including the first 10 shape and appearance
modes and BMD, selected shape mode 2 (Odds ratio 0.77, 95% CI 0.63 – 0.92, P = 0.005),
appearance mode 6(Odds ratio 1.33, 95% CI 1.10 – 1.61, P = 0.003), and BMD as the best
combination to predict fracture.
As shown in Figure 3, in shape mode 2 the fracture group (on average close to the light grey
outline) had a narrower femoral neck with a larger neck-shaft angle. The acetabulum covered
less of the head of the femur and both the greater and lesser trochanters were smaller.
As the appearance mode 6 mean scores were significantly greater in the fracture group than
controls, images for the former group would generally appear to the left of Figure 4 and
appear brighter with less contrast.
ROC curves comparing these variables (Figure 5) confirmed the combination of 3 variables
(shape mode 2, appearance mode 6 and BMD) gave the best prediction of hip fracture, and
BMD was the best single variable for fracture prediction. Statistical comparison of AUC
between the ROC curves showed the improvement generated by adding shape mode 2 and
appearance mode 6 to BMD was 3%, but this did not reach significance.
7

4.

Discussion/Conclusions

Hip fractures remain a leading cause of morbidity and mortality globally among the elderly
population. Their prevalence and economic burden is expected to increase exponentially over
the next decades, which makes the development of reliable, cost-effective methods to
improve their predictability a high priority in preventive medicine. While BMD remains a
robust predictor of future risk for hip fracture, as also confirmed in our study, other
parameters linked to bone quality may contribute significantly to determining such risk. The
AAM has three groups of output variables, shape (as in the ASM model), texture (the BMD
distribution) and appearance (a combination of both shape and texture). In a previous study of 465
women from the Aberdeen leg of the OPUS study [16], we tested these output variables for
correlations with known risk factors for hip fracture. Finding that many of the shape and the
appearance modes were independent of BMD, age and body mass index indicated that the models
may provide additional predictive value for identifying a population of osteoporosis patients at very
high risk of hip fracture.

In this study, shape and appearance models were built describing the variation in outline and
grey-level variation in 546 baseline DXA images from the MRC clodronate study. Images
from 182 individuals who went on to sustain a hip fracture were matched for age, height and
weight but not BMD with twice that number of non-fracturing controls (Table 1). Because
only baseline images were used there was no need to account for the use of clodronate and, in
any case, clodronate was previously shown to have no effect on hip fracture [17].
Shape mode 2 showed that the neck-shaft angle was important in the prediction of hip
fracture, with a larger angle being found in the fracture group. A bigger neck-shaft angle has
generally been observed in fracture groups in both men and women [19-24]. It has also been
8

associated with reduced bone strength [25,26]. An advantage of shape modelling is that the
modes of variation identify geometrical features that tend to vary together and, in this case,
shape mode 2 included the area of the femoral head covered by the acetabulum (less in hips
that fractured) and the size of the greater and lesser trochanters as well as neck-shaft angle.
While appearance mode 6 scores showed significant predictive capacity, it is perhaps
surprising that, in those who went on to sustain a fracture, images had less variation in BMD
between cortical and trabecular or bone marrow regions than controls. The images used in
this study, however, were not true BMD maps. The image grey-level has some relationship to
BMD known to Hologic (the DXA machine manufacturer) but this was not shared with us
because of Intellectual Property issues between Hologic and the study funder. As a result
there is an unknown amount of scan to scan variation, unrelated to the patients’ BMD. This
will not affect the shape data but the effects on the image intensity and contrast will introduce
an additional level of noise to the appearance model. This may also affect the predictive
capacity and partly explain why this was poorer than our previous study in which the
combination of BMD, ASM and trabecular structure showed almost complete separation of
50 matched hip fracture and control cases as shown by ROC analysis [10].
In that previous cross-sectional study, the discrimination of hip fracture cases from controls
using BMD measurements was considerably improved by the addition of shape information
and a measure of trabecular architecture, using Fourier transforms, from radiographs. The
area under the ROC curve was higher for shape models (0.81), and for femoral neck BMD
(0.79) than in the prospective study reported here (shape: 0.57, BMD: 0.62). These lower
values are likely due to the participants in the current study being older (81.5 against 69.2
years), better matched with controls and measurements being made prospectively. We
formerly used images from the contralateral hip collected after fracture and Reider et al have
shown that patients who had had a hip fracture lost BMD in their unfractured hips in the 12
9

months following fracture [27], thereby magnifying differences between fracture and control
groups.

The trends found in this and the previous study are similar however, and when shape and
appearance models are added to BMD the area under the ROC curve increased to 0.65 just as
the combined scores gave increased prediction in the previous study (AUC: 0.95). This is a
similar increase to a study recently published by Whitmarsh et al. who compared shape and
BMD distribution from DXA scans using a model built using CT scans. They found adding
the model data increased the area under the curve by 4% (from 0.80 for BMD alone to 0.84).
{{19499 Whitmarsh,T. 2012}}In a more recent study in radiographs, Baker-LePain et al
found shape modes had an AUC of 0.81 compared to BMD areas of 0.68 (femoral neck) or
0.65 (intertrochanter), and in a combined model the AUC increased to 0.84 [28]. In that
study, there was no matching between fractures and controls and the follow up period (mean
8.3 years) was almost double that of our study.
One of the limitations of this study is that we analysed images from only one Hologic
scanner. While this ensured that all the images were directly comparable, it limits the
generalization of the approach. We would expect that the ASM/AAM approach could be used
in other scanners. To explore this in detail, however, studies using a mixture different
scanners will be required. The population is another limiting factor. As with any study, the
inclusion and exclusion criteria place limits on the generalizability of the findings to other
patient groups. The study was limited to women of 75 years or older and had relatively few
exclusion criteria, as it was designed to determine fracture risk factors, as well as to test the
efficacy of Clodronate. In particular, all women who were already on medications likely to
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alter their skeletal metabolism (barring calcium supplements), or whose serum biochemistry
indicated metabolic bone disease were automatically excluded from the study.
Identifying hip shape and appearance as risk factors raises the question of whether they can
be modified to provide protection against fracture. Studies of hip axis length (HAL) and other
geometrical measures may help to provide some clues. Between 51% and 79% of hip axis
length is genetically determined [6,7], which leaves between 21% and 49% as a potentially
modifiable factor. Whilst adult HAL is reached by the mid teens (Goulding et al 1996;
Flicker et al 1996), femoral geometry does not remain stable throughout adult life.
Longitudinal studies have found that the shape of the femur continues to change, with both
the shaft and neck width increasing with age (Heaney et al 1997; Beck et al 2000). Some
modifiable factors such as weight and physical activity are significantly linked to geometrical
measures ( Yang et al 1999; Gnudi et al 1999; Nikander et al 2012 Heinonen et al 2012), but
the largest changes are likely to be seen from pharmaceutical interventions. Strontium
Ranelate in particular is likely to change the appearance model as the strontium is absorbed
preferentially over calcium and results in marked increases in BMD. However no studies
have yet investigated this change over time.
Our study showed that including shape and appearance modes in the prediction of hip
fracture added 3% to the number of fractures correctly predicted. Although this appears to be
a small number, and it did not reach statistical significance at the 0.05 level, its potential
clinical significance is considerable. Given the large and growing number of hip fractures
occurring annually, in Europe [2] and across the world [1] and their massive cost to society
[4], the absolute benefit is worth further consideration. At the 3% level, more than 2000
additional hip fractures, costing the British economy more than £20 million, could be
predicted, alongside an additional 10,000 in the US.
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BMD measurement is fully integrated into most DXA scanners, and results are generated
with a minimum of supervision – a radiographer should verify the measurement regions do
not overlap extra bony regions. To be genuinely considered for addition to a fracture
prediction algorithm, shape and appearance modelling would need to demand the same or
less supervision. While unsupervised point placement is not currently available, Roberts et al
have demonstrated effective, automatic point placement when shape modelling vertebrae in
the spine in X-ray and DXA images [29,30].
Shape and appearance models show great promise for the prediction of future osteoarthritis in
baseline DXA images [31], and an automatic, combined screening tool deployed in DXA
scanners would make a useful addition to the rheumatologist’s armamentarium.
In conclusion, this study shows that shape and appearance information from DXA images is
equally effective as BMD alone in the prediction of hip fractures, and remains a good
predictor of hip fracture after adjustment for BMD. While the percentage increase in hip
fracture prediction gained on adding shape and appearance variables to the prediction
algorithm is modest, in absolute terms this represents the prediction of about 2000 additional
hip fractures per year in the UK that cost the economy more than £20 million. This also
corresponds to over 10,000 hip fracture cases in the US and, based on projections [1] over
180,000 worldwide. Previous studies using radiographs [10,28] have shown shape and
appearance models add significantly to the prediction of hip fracture, suggesting further
studies in DXA images should be conducted to confirm our current findings.
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Table 1 The study population characteristics Values shown as mean (standard deviation) and
P values are from t test.
Age yrs
HEIGHT cm
WEIGHT kg
2
BMD g/cm

Fracture
81.5
(4.6)
154.9
(6.1)
59
(10)
0.66
(0.13)

Non Fracture
81.5
(4.5)
154.9
(6.0)
59
(10)
0.70
(0.11)

P
0.96
0.97
0.88
<0.001

Table 2 P values from a comparison between fracture and non-fracture group scores from the
shape and appearance models. Significantly different modes (P < 0.05) are marked in bold
and modes of interest (P < 0.01) are in italics. Modes marked with † were analysed using
Mann-Whitney tests, all other modes were marked with t-tests.
mode
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

shape
0.083
0.023
0.16
0.005
0.16
0.26
0.71†
0.42
0.38
0.76

appearance
0.15
0.067†
0.17
0.26†
0.69†
0.002
0.60
0.99
0.31
0.79

Table 3 Logistic regression assessing shape and appearance modes useful in predicting
fracture and the affect of adjusting for BMD.
Odds
P
Variable
95% CI
Ratio
value
Unadjusted
Sh Mode 1
Sh Mode 2
Sh Mode 4

1.17
0.81
1.30

0.98 – 1.40
0.68 – 0.97
1.08 – 1.55

0.084
0.024
0.005

Ap Mode 2
Ap Mode 3
Ap Mode 6

0.84
1.14
1.33

0.71 - 1.01
0.95 - 1.36
1.11 - 1.59

0.058
0.17
0.002

BMD

0.033

0.0073 – 0.15

< 0.001

Adjusted for BMD
Sh Mode 1
Sh Mode 2
Sh Mode 4

1.16
0.77
1.28

0.96 – 1.39
0.64 – 0.93
1.06 – 1.53

0.12
0.006
0.010

Ap Mode 2
Ap Mode 3
Ap Mode 6

0.83
1.21
1.32

0.69 - 0.99
1 - 1.45
1.1 - 1.59

0.038
0.048
0.003
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Figure 1. The point positions for the 72 point model, outlining the femur and parts of the
pelvis.
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Figure 2. A flow-diagram showing the steps of the modeling process.
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Figure 3 The variation in shape mode 2. On average, hips that went on to fracture were
similar to the light grey outline and had a greater neck-shaft angle, smaller trochanters and a
smaller acetabular coverage.
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Figure 4 Appearance model mode 6. Here the fracture group is represented by the left-hand
image that shows less variation in grey-scale across the image.
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Figure 5 ROC analysis. Curves showing shape mode 2 and appearance mode 6 as predictors
of fracture. The combination of BMD and these modes gave the best prediction of hip
fracture, measured by area under the curve, but the improvement in prediction over BMD
alone was not statistically significant.
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